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Higgs Mechanism confirmed! 
!   It is now established 

that the major source of 
EWSB is due to the 
observed Higgs particle 
which is  responsible for 
masses of W,Z,t,b,τ etc.    



Light Quarks ? 
!   But what about light quarks ? 

!   Only bounds are very weak, 

          κμ< 2.5, κe< 6000 

κc  bounds  

Bound from pp---> Vh(bb) recast 

Bound from total h width. 

Perez, Soreq, Stamou & Tobioka (1503.00290) 



SM Prediction 
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Breaking the SM prediction 



Breaking the SM prediction 
!   SM Prediction: 

       (h+v)ff 

1)  Giudice Lebedev model: 

                                        (h+v)2n+1ff 

2)   Second decoupled source of EWSB responsible for 
light quark masses, i.e. light quarks do not get mass 
from doublet that observed Higgs belongs to.   

Ghosh, RSG and Perez (arXiv:1508.01501) 
Altmannshofer, Gori, Kagan, Silvestrini  & Zupan 
(arxiv: 1507.07927) 

Giudice (arXiv:1508.01501) 
Bauer, Carena & Gemmler (1506.01719) 



!   yl 

Breaking the SM prediction 

Slide from Talk by G. Perez at Fermilab . 
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Breaking the SM prediction 

Enhanced 

Reduced 

Need FCC-ee to probe this ! 
Slide from Talk by G. Perez at Fermilab . 



pp colliders sensitive to 
enhanced hcc couplings 

HL-LHC 

Perez, Soreq, Stamou & Tobioka (1505.06689) Bound from pp---> Vh(bb/cc). 



100 TeV  
 collider 
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100 TeV  
 collider 

pp colliders sensitive to 
enhanced hcc couplings 

Cannot access κc<1 region. 
Perez, Soreq, Stamou & Tobioka (1505.06689) 

Bound from pp---> Vh(bb/cc). 



For reduced  hcc coupling wrt 
SM, we need the FCC-ee 

Many Higgs bosons produced. Precise Higgs BR measurement possible. 
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Higgs working group, Snowmass (1310.8361) TLEP design study working group (1308.6173) 
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Yukawa-less  light generation model 

Light generations     
+Φ12 

              3rd generation  
              +Φ3 

If the two sectors are completely decoupled, 
(1) we  get goldstones  i.e,   mA=m+=0. 
(2) Vcb =Vub=0. 
(3) κc=0. 

Observed h 
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If the two sectors are completely decoupled  
(1) we  get goldstones  i.e,   mA=m+>100 GeV. 
(2) Vcb =Vub= measured values. 
(3) κc = O (mA

2/mH
2). 

Yukawa-less  light generation model 

Observed h 

Introduce small couplings of the 
 doublet containing the observed Higgs  

  to light quarks. 



Tree-level FCNC 

!   Light quarks couple to two EWSB sources due to ε=> Tree Level FCNC. 

!   Tree level contribution to Meson-Meson mixing !  

!   But these contributions are within experimental bounds because  the size 
of the ε are controlled by VCKM elements, which are small in magnitude. 



Light generations     
+Φ12 

              3rd generation  
              +Φ3 

Observed h 

!   Two Higgs Doublet model level constraints can be met.  

Yukawa-less  light generation model 

Ghosh, RSG and Perez (arXiv:1508.01501) 



Light generations     
+ technicolor 

              3rd generation  
              +Φ3 

Observed h 

!   Two Higgs Doublet model level constraints can be met. Going 
further, we explore whether Φ12 can be a technicolor condensate: 

                                      v12- f ,         mH mρ                                        

!   Is such a technicolor sector viable? 

Yukawa-less  light generation model 



Is such a Technicolor sector 
viable ? 

!   Flavour problem much less severe because top mass 
does not need to be generated: 

!   Electroweak precision also ameliorated (provided we 
assume a UV contribution  ΔT=0.25)  because we now 
have a light Higgs with SM-like couplings. 

       2.5 GeV 
Generating top mass  
would be impossible! 



SM Flavour Puzzle 

!   Our model can explain the lightness of the first two 
generations (irrelevant operators in technicolor 
realization) and their small mixing with third 
generation quarks. 



Results 

Black: Contours of constant κc.  Shaded: Consistent with EWPT 
Ghosh, RSG and Perez (arXiv:1508.01501) 



Conclusions 

!   Whether observed Higgs responsible for light quark masses, 
and whether it couples to light quarks is an open question. 

!   In very reasonable, motivated, models Higgs coupling to 
light quarks can differ drastically from SM. 

!   Reduced Higgs couplings can be best probed by  FCC-ee. 

!   We discuss a viable model where observed Higgs couples to 
3rd generation and the first two generations get masses from 
new EWSB source, eg. technicolor. 


